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Approximation and 
Interpolation



Piecewise (Spline) 
Approximations

Construct sets of n polynomials between n+1 data points.  

Can have order 0: constant (a0) 
1: linear (a0+a1x) 
2: quadratic (a0+a1x+a2x2) 
3: cubic (a0+a1x+a2x2+a3x3)

The latter case, cubic splines, are among the most useful. 
Resulting polynomials must satisfy certain conditions… 



Piecewise (Spline) 
Approximations

The latter case, cubic splines, are among the most useful. 
Resulting polynomial functions must satisfy certain 
conditions, specifically 4n conditions since 4n unknowns. 
• Function values must be the same for beginning/end of 

any two neighboring splines, yielding 2n conditions (or 
2(n-1) if 2 boundary conditions imposed). 

• Function first derivatives must be continuous at all 
internal points for (n-1) conditions. 

• Function second derivatives must be continuous at all 
internal points for (n-1) conditions. 

2 additional conditions are needed…



Piecewise (Spline) 
Approximations

Defining 2 additional conditions… Have options to:
• Specify the first derivative at end points based on 

estimates or data. 
• Specify 2nd derivatives at 2 end points, or fix to zero if a 

“natural” cubic spline. 
• Let 2nd derivatives at 2 end points be equal to those at 

interior points. 
• Enforce “not-a-knot” spline condition, where 3rd 

derivative at first and last splines are continuous. 
• Enforce “clamped” spline condition, where 1st 

derivatives at two end points are specified.



Piecewise (Spline) 
Approximations

In Matlab, the spline command generates a 
piecewise polynomial structure:

PS = 

      form: 'pp'
    breaks: [3.2 3.3 3.35 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.65 3.7]
     coefs: [7x4 double]
    pieces: 7
     order: 4
       dim: 1

PS.coefs =

-0.00660382513676122          0.029917622950861       -0.0976257240437186       0.3125
  -0.0066038251367528        0.0279364754098325       -0.0918403142076493       0.30303
  -0.0124398907100755        0.0269459016393176       -0.0890961953551916       0.298507
 -0.00530874316948953        0.0250799180328073       -0.0864949043715854       0.294118
 -0.00705464480872802        0.0234872950819602       -0.0816381830601087       0.285714
  -0.0064726775955871        0.0213709016393422       -0.0771523633879785       0.277778
  -0.0064726775955869        0.0204000000000053       -0.0750638183060112       0.273973



Piecewise (Spline) 
Approximations
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xx=3:0.01:4;
plot(xx,ppval(PS,xx)); hold on; scatter(x,f);



Least Squares 
Approximations

Alternatively, can approximately fit a polynomial to a set of 
data points Yi at xi, to satisfy some minimum error criteria 
ei =Yi - yi, where yi=f (xi) given by a fit function f. 

For “least squares” we minimize the sum of the squares of 
the deviations (errors) ei …

Find free parameters a to satisfy:



Least Squares 
Approximations
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